We introduce a fingertip touch recognition technique for general surfaces and a technique that estimates the direction of force on the basis of processed fingertip images captured by an overhead camera. When a finger presses on a hard surface, the distribution of color in the fingernail changes in accordance with the force applied. The first technique classifies the fingertip state ("press" or "non-press") on the basis of the fingernail color information in the captured images.
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1 Color change of finger nail (left: not press, right: press).
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Process flow of finger press recognition and finger force direction estimation. 
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Generation of multiple classifiers using clustering: (a) applying PCA to learning fingertip images for each cluster, and (b) compute press/non-press classifier in each claster.
classif icationκ Process flow of press/non-press recognition using multiple classifiers.
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Force direction estimation based on displacement of fingertip (left: before press, right: after press). x, y dx, dy A θ 0 3 i
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